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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, STRATIGRAPHY COMMISSION 

 

Minutes of the meeting of the Geological Society Stratigraphy Commission,  

26
th

 February 2014, at Burlington House, London, in the Council Room. 

 

Present  Apologies 

Prof. A Gale (Chairman) [AG] Dr D Condon [DC] 

Dr C Waters (Secretary) [CW] Prof. S Hesselbo [SH] 

Dr T Barry [TB] Dr M Hounslow [MH] 

Dr P Bown [PBo] Dr D Kemp [DK] 

Dr A Coe [AC] via Conference Call Dr A Kerr [AK] 

Prof J Cope [JC] Dr K McNamara [KM] 

Prof. P Gibbard [PG] Dr M Oates [MO] 

Dr J Gregory [JG] Prof. P Rawson [PR] 

Dr J Marshall [JM] Dr M Simmons [MS] Resigned 

Dr J Powell [JP] Dr C Storey [CS] 

Prof. P Pearson [PP] Prof. M Williams [MW] 

Dr A Smith [AS] Dr J Zalasiewicz [JZ] 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Item 1 Apologies 

CW announced that MS had indicated his wish to stand down from the Commission. He 

has proposed Dr Own Sutcliffe, also from Neftex, as a potential replacement. JG also 

recommended that Matt Wakefield (BG Group) would be an excellent choice as a 

member from industry. 

 

Action: JG to informally approach Matt Wakefield. CW to circulate cv for Owen 

Sutcliffe and potentially Matt Wakefield.  

 

Item 2 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 30th October 2013 

The minutes were accepted with modification of one spelling mistake. 

  

Item 3 Matters Arising 

1) All to look at the Commission website and suggest additions, especially related to the 

section on British GSSPs. Action ongoing.  

 

2) CW to invite David Loydell to the May 2014 Commission meeting. Action closed. CW 

has invited David Loydell to present at a thematic meeting for the next Commission 

meeting in May 2014. He is unable to commit to the event at present, but did forward 

information (see Item 9a). 
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3) All to consider taking on role as Commission’s Publications Editor. Action closed. TB 

has approached JG for further information concerning the role of Publications Editor and 

with support of the membership she has agreed to take on the role. 

 

4) AG, AC and CW to compile a Science Strategy for comment and AG to discuss with Al 

Fraser (SERC Chair). Action closed. See Item 4 of agenda.  

 

5) CW to contact SERC to seek small financial contribution to meeting and to confirm 

that production of a special thematic set of papers would be acceptable. Action closed. 

See Item 5 of agenda. 

 

6) AG and JG will discuss the final organisation of the Tertiary Special Report with 

Angharad Hills. Action closed. See Item 6 of agenda. 

 

Item 4 Science strategy brief for the Geological Society 
AG announced that he had sent a science strategy draft document to Al Fraser some 

weeks ago for comment and is awaiting a response. The next meeting of the Science and 

External Relations Committee (SERC) is 14
th

 May, so it would be good to have a 

finalised document available for then.  

 

Action: AG to send draft Science Strategy for comment to Commission members. 

 

Item 5 Robert Knox memorial 

CW had previously circulated a document detailing The Yorkshire Geological Society 

Robert Knox Memorial Meeting on Saturday 29th March 2014 at BGS HQ in Keyworth. 

The Commission are cosponsors of the event and three members, JP, SH and DC are 

giving separate presentations. The Geological Society has agreed to pay up to £250 to 

cover some travel costs of one of the speakers from the USA. It is intended to publish the 

presentations in a special thematic set in the Proceedings of the YGS. 

 

Item 6 Publications 

6.1 Tertiary 

AG has reviewed the whole manuscript as it stands and Chris King is undertaking the 

large number of minor revisions. An estimated completion time is the end of March and 

this information has been relayed to Angharad Hills. AG and JG will need to see revised 

manuscript before it is forwarded to GSPH. 

 

JM asked if there should be a meeting to coincide with the publication of this major piece 

of work. TB suggested it could be announced at the Robert Knox Memorial Meeting. 

 

6.2 Other Special Report issues 

AG reported that he had forwarded text for the Cretaceous SR. There were problems with 

the Wealden that needed to be addressed. David Batten, John Radley and Don Aldiss 

(BGS soon to retire) were all suggested for potential involvement.  

 

JC reported that there had still been no advances reported on the offshore section, despite 

Jim Riding and Graham Lott indicating an interest in being involved. CW offered to 

chase this up with them. 
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Geoff Warrington is still actively working up a contribution for The 

Micropalaeontological Society Special Publication. JM suggested that the TMS meeting 

at Birmingham in May could address this publication and Geoff be invited to report on 

progress. 

 

JC offered a warning that in a recent Society publication he has been involved in, the 

typesetting was carried out by an external firm and they had taken it upon themselves to 

alter the manuscript and to incorrectly reformat Linnéan names. It was suggested that 

Angharad Hills be notified of these problems. 

 

Action: JC to send name of outside typesetters to CW in order that GSPH can be 

notified. 

 

Item 7 GSSC Publications 

7.1 GSSPs 

AS reported that the paper ‘GSSPs, global stratigraphy and correlation’ had been 

accepted for inclusion in ‘Strata and Time: Probing the gaps in our understanding’. AS 

mentioned that minor revisions are still required.  Online publication of some papers has 

already commenced and it would be hoped that this Commission paper could be released 

soon. 

   

Action: AS to circulate ‘GSSPs, global stratigraphy and correlation’ manuscript once 

revisions are completed. 

 

7.2 Anthropocene 

CW reported on progress of the Anthropocene Special Publication. All but 4 of the 17 

papers are now available online; the remainder are expected to be released in the next 

week or so. The hard copy is expected to be published in May 2014. 

 

A follow on from this is that JZ, CW and MW have pushed a manuscript proposing a 

1945 age for the start of the Anthropocene using the key event of detonation of the 

Trinity A-bomb at Alamogordo, New Mexico. This has been circulated to members of 

the Anthropocene Working Group with a request for members to consider signing up to 

this paper, which is to appear in Quaternary International. It has stimulated lengthy 

discussion and it is hoped that an alternative paper, which will include comments from 

members not in agreement with this publication, can be formulated. These papers will 

focus discussions at the inaugural meeting of the AWG in Berlin on 16-18
th

 October 

2014. 

 

PG informed that there is a clash in the dates of the INQUA Congress in Japan and Strati 

2015 in Austria, such that it will be difficult to present developments in the Anthropocene 

(and Quaternary) at both meetings. 

 

Item 8 Paleo .v. Palaeo 

This item was raised by David Smith, corresponding editor for the Society’s Special 

Publication 404 on Strata and Time (see Item 7.1 above). He has submitted a paper for 

consideration by the Commission that we should advise GSPH to use the spelling of 

Paleozoic as it appears on the ICS charts. 
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JP mentioned that GeoArabia allow the option of US or UK spelling for an individual 

paper, but not a mixture. So if you wish to have UK formatting it would be necessary to 

have the Palaeozoic spelling. JC thought the UK spelling was a useful guide to 

pronunciation. AC thought the etymology was important, but PB countered that it was an 

anglicized version of the Greek Palaios and subsequently a modification of a dipthong æ 

to ae, so was not a strong argument for retention. PP thought the ICS charts represented 

the Standard, which we should be following. It also helps when doing online searches 

that there is only one spelling to follow. It was felt we would not wish to see anything 

other than formal Chronostratigraphical nomenclature modified, so Palaeolithic would be 

retained. 

 

CW mentioned an analogous situation where an author had objected to using sulphur in a 

paper in the Anthropocene Special Publication on the basis that the internationally 

accepted spelling was sulfur and we were being anachronistic.  

 

JG suggested that we needed to compile a list of what changes would be required to send 

to GSPH. 

 

Action: AG to compile a list of proposed chronostratigraphical name changes to circulate 

to members and to hold a vote for or against adopting these changes. 

 

In a similar context, PP queried under what circumstances should Lower, Middle and 

Upper be capitalized. It was widely understood it should be in the circumstances of when 

a unit has been formalized, i.e. it should have a GSSP at the base. But should it be only 

capitalized then these subdivisions are shown as Early Mid or Late on the ICS charts. 

 

PG indicated at Strati 2013 there was a move to push for Early, Mid and Late Pleistocene 

sub-epochs. He suggested that we should raise this issue with Stan Finney. 

 

Action: PB and PP to draft letter to Stan Finney requesting clarification on the 

capitalization of Early Mid or Late. 

 

Item 9 Potential thematic meetings 

9.1 Silurian GSSPs 

CW has contacted David Loydell to ask if he would be prepared to attend the next 

Commission meeting in May as part of a thematic meeting. He is unable to commit at 

present until exam timetables are published, but he provided the following points for 

information: “The Chinese are presenting some replacement GSSP candidates this 

August and I've been asked to present in Kunming in August (after visiting the Chinese 

sections) on a good section in Spain. This is all Llandovery (base Aeronian and base 

Telychian). Other sections are being studied. I don't know what progress has been made 

in the Rheidol Gorge (base Aeronian), etc. in Wales (Jan and/or Mark and/or Jerry would 

probably know). I can't imagine that any British section would be of use for the base 

Telychian. I'm not aware of any progress on replacing the other GSSPs yet, but assume 

that it's only a matter of time (largely that of the very few extant active biostratigraphers). 

Obviously what we want is the best section, regardless (within reason) of locality.” 

 

Action: CW to coordinate a Silurian GSSP Commission thematic meeting for May 2014 
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9.2 Year of Mud 2015 

This topic was raised by AC as it had been chosen by Council as a theme for meetings in 

2015. The Lyell meeting on 11
th

 March 2015 will be on the importance of mudrocks for 

palaeontological understanding. We are encouraged to consider potential topics, 

especially in association with specialist groups, and submit proposals to Georgina 

Worrell. Suggestions included fracking mudrocks, engineering properties and 

relationship to lansdlides, Kimmeridge Clay as a source rock, deep sea sedimentology, 

red muds, lake sediments. 

 

Action: All to consider potential joint Commission/specialist group meeting on the topic 

of “mud” 

 

Item 10 Any other business 

10.1 CW had forwarded a formal approach from Paul Hildreth concerning the potential of 

the Commission cosponsoring a proposed Yorkshire Geological Society/Hull Geological 

Society four day symposium at the University of Hull in mid-September 2015. The topic 

is to be Chalk stratigraphy, particularly in the Northern Province and to include issues on 

macrofossil biostratigraphy. It was accepted that AG and PR would have particular 

interest in this symposium, as would Hayden Bailey, and they need to liaise with the 

YGS.  

 

10.2 AS drew attention to software called Zotero which is free to access and allows 

compilation of references compatible with Endnote. 

 

Item 11 Date of next meeting 

Wednesday 14
th

 May 2014 in the Council Room. 
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----- Summary of actions ----- 

 

Action (ongoing): All to look at the Commission website and suggest additions, 

especially related to the section on British GSSPs. 

 

Action: JG to informally approach Matt Wakefield. CW to circulate cv for Owen 

Sutcliffe and potentially Matt Wakefield. 

 

Action: AG to send draft Science Strategy for comment to Commission members. 

 

Action: JC to send name of outside typesetters to CW in order that GSPH can be 

notified. 

 

Action: AS to circulate ‘GSSPs, global stratigraphy and correlation’ manuscript once 

revisions are completed. 

 

Action: AG to compile a list of proposed chronostratigraphical name changes to circulate 

to members and to hold a vote for or against adopting these changes. 

 

Action: PB and PP to draft letter to Stan Finney requesting clarification on the 

capitalization of Early Mid or Late. 

 

Action: CW to coordinate a Silurian GSSP Commission thematic meeting for May 2014 


